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Review: I expected to like this book. I did not expect to be hooked! This series is, quite simply, the

best historical fiction I have ever read. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m in love with the characters, I canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t sleep

because IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m too busy reading, I have learned more than I ever thought possible, and

IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been inspired to become a better person. My advice to you? READ THEM! Storm

Clouds Rolling In is the first book in the Bregdan Chronicles historical fiction series. As of today,

there are 10 books in the series. It's readers like you who have turned the series into a world-wide

best-seller. Thank you!Book Description: Carrie Cromwell comes of age as the dark clouds of the

Civil War swallow the country. Born with a fiery spirit and a strong mind, she finds herself struggling

between the common wisdom of the South and the truth she has discovered. The activities of the

Underground Railroad and her close friendships with the Cromwell Plantation slaves create difficult

choices. But when her decisions put her at odds with her heritage, and challenge her dreams, will

she be able to give up all that is precious to her?This first book of The Bregdan Chronicles historical

fiction series will pull you in and never let you go. You'll experience the Civil War era (and all the

years to come) through the eyes of both White and Black, free & slave, Southern & Northern - and

you'll fall in love with every character.How many books will be in the Bregdan Chronicles? No one

knows yetÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Ginny intends to write these character's stories, one year at a time, for as long as

she is able to write. She is passionate about bringing history to life through historical fiction. Since

she is amazingly healthy, that could be for a very long time! She doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t like stories to end

any more than you do. This one won't end for a very long time! Review: I'm an avid Gone With The

Wind Fan. The movie and book...was skeptical I have to admit, but I love historical fiction so I

thought at least it might be an interesting read...but...to my surprise and delight it has pulled me into

the saga I longed for... I have been unable to put it down! Well written...believable characters...a real

page turner! Review: Absolutely could not put any of the books down in this series. I have read

many books over the years, and never felt the compassion and talent from any author. If you get a

chance to read this series, you won't be sorry. Every one of the books was written so eloquently you

feel like you are in the same room with the characters. She describes each character with such

depth and descriptive qualities with your mindÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s eye you can actually see them. I only hope

there will be another book and I will be waiting to see. Thank you for taking me to a place back in

history I would not have been able to experience. Again, thank you for your ability to transform and

entertain me with such beautiful artistry.... So talented.Review: I have just finished reading this, the

7th book in the Bregdan Chronicles and I have one word to describe the whole

sage...MAGNIFICENT!! I am a big fan of books from the Civil War Era and this saga is without a



doubt the BEST account I have ever read of that period of time. All of the characters are developed

so colorfully and realistically that I have become very attached to them. As we all know, it was a

time of great upheaval in our country, and these people live this upheaval every day of their lives. It

was a dangerous time as well. The horror of the war is not downplayed one bit in these books...I

would have been very disappointed if it was. Ginny Dye is a genius! I can only imagine the hours

and hours of research she put into these books. Her dedication shows through each one. I cannot

WAIT for every book that will follow. Keep writing, Ginny!
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Ginny Dye knows how to bring the Old South to life. Her character development and presentation of

how life was during those days prior to the Civil War transport you to that time. For anyone who

enjoys reading a great novel based on this time in America's history, this book is for you. Her idea to

do this series covering one year in each book gives the reader a chance to absorb all the details in

each book, and one can almost put yourself in the shoes of her characters. I have read Margaret

Mitchell's "Gone with the Wind" 4 times from cover to cover, and in my opinion, this book and the



following 3 books in this series rank right up there with that masterpiece of historical fiction. I'm

currently reading the 4th book in the series, "Dark Chaos", and hope Ginny will continue this story in

many books to come.

This is the first book in the series. At first I was not sure that it would hold my interest but boy was I

wrong! This book was so interesting and it really captures the heart of the reader. The characters

are not conventional, and are flawed just like regular people. If you like historical fiction filled with

love, relationships, adventure you will love this series.

I would highly recommend this novel and all the ones that follow.The Bregdan Chronicles presents

the reader with a multitude of issues during a very difficult time in American History. The story is

presented in such a way that the reader gets a chance to see all aspects of the issues, all through

the eyes of a wonderful cast of characters. I have read all of the books that follow #1, including

Ginny Dye's latest, #5 THE LAST LONG NIGHT. Instead of writing a review for each one

individually, I will just say read them all!!! You will not be disappointed.

I love the Bregdan Chronicles series! The historical aspect of it is meaningful to me because of the

Civil War since I live near Gettysburg and have been to some of the places mentioned in the books,

such as Hampton and Sharpsburg. As the author was talking about where the war took place in

Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, I could picture what the places look like now. I recommend

this series to people who love historical fiction. I can't wait until Book 5 is released.

First, I've reviewed the book 2 times. Where did the others go? Now to the book. I'm enjoying this

series though it does move slow and the overall development seems to begin (in my opinion) during

book 3. This series is about the civil war and slavery. I find the author is able to empathetically get

into the minds of all the main characters while remaining true to some of the issues of that time

period and the horrors of war. I've researched some of her historical claims and found most to be

accurate. I do recommend the series and I'm looking forward to the other books. I would prefer that

the writing was a bit less soap opera'ish.

Basically a "be all you can, wish and are able to be" book in a Civil War setting. Doesn't use big

words(existential). Even Tolkien refrained from using too many and his chief interest was linguistics

in ancient English language. Good character development of Sarah. Remember this is a Civil War



romance, the bloodiest US war ever, set against America's ugliest social crime that haunts us today.

Sort of like white police killing unarmed African-Americans and Trumps #@&%# immigration

policies. There is adequate history for such an emotional and complicated history still being fought

in many states. Thank goodness Carrie is no "I'll think about it tomorrow" Scarlett. The author

leaves us with a mystery that will undoubtedly be answered in the next ten books. For me, let the

mystery remain. I enjoyed the book but not nine more. Hint to the author. Leave out the page asking

for feedback in the last chapter.  will adequately do this for you. If you, reader, are interested in all

the blood chilling politics and complexities of this dark episode in American history try Shelby

Foote's three volume history of the war. Then you won't need to get the next nine volumes of Dye 's

obviously well thought out historical novels. I liked her first one but I prefer 12th-14th English history

and historical novels. Now there's some bloody fighting, complicated romance and down right

fascinating history. Thank you Ms Dye.

Love the entire sagas! Well done and sticks to history of that whole era!I laughed out loud at the

scene where Carrie grabs some clothes from an abandoned shack to give Pvt Hobbs after he was

stripped of his uniform from a thuggish Slave hunter and hiding in the woods. When they rode to

Richmond on Carrie's horse, they were stopped by soldiers.Pvt Hobbs looked like a clown in the

clothes Carrie had grabbed at night. They both looked so funny. Carrie dressed in her Fathers

clothes & Hobbs in his make-shift outfit! Loved it!

This book is the first in a series of my favorite historical novel era to read. The characters so far

have come to life and are quite memorable. They definitely have become intertwined in a way that is

not 100% predictable. I completed this book rather quickly and have now purchased and am almost

done with the second in the series "On to Richmond" I can certainly see where readers can be

addicted to the Bregdan Chronicles and eagerly await the next in the series. So far this doesn't

match some of my favorite "epic" novels such as Gone with the Wind or Scarlett, the Thorn Birds,

but it is still early and well on its way.
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